
With air, rail and ground access connecting the city to millions of customers, Calgary is Western Canada’s 
distribution hub. 

WESTERN CANADA’S INLAND PORT
With one of Canada’s busiest and best-connected airports, major 
highways north-south and east-west, two of North America’s Class 1 
railroads, and efficient access to ocean ports, Calgary is a gateway to 
millions of customers locally and internationally. 

The City of Calgary’s Goods Movement Strategy is ensuring 
infrastructure within the city is in place to support longevity 
and continue to improve the Calgary region’s supply chain and 
transportation ecosystem.

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS

16 M
consumers can be reached 
from Calgary by road in one 
day. 
Source: CPCS, Transportation & Supply 
Chain Competitiveness Study, 2017 

75%
of Alberta’s air cargo 
shipments are transported 
through YYC Calgary 
International Airport.
Source: YYC Calgary International Airport 

85+
direct passenger and cargo 
routes to Asia, Europe and 
the Americas.
Source: YYC Calgary International Airport

MULTI-MODAL 
MARKET ACCESS 

SPACE TO GROW
Calgary offers abundant and affordable industrial land supply. 
Three major industrial regions offer a network of industrial parks, 
intermodal facilities and on-airport logistics parks. All have access 
to rail, road and air transportation. Ample space for development 
at transportation nodes along major corridors makes Calgary the 
optimal place to grow your business.



LEADING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Whether it’s feeding, fueling, healing, or moving, Calgary is helping solve the world’s problems 
through the adoption of transformative technologies. From software to hardware and services, 
digital transformation is quickly becoming the largest driver of new solutions and technology 
investments among Calgary businesses. 

In fact, Calgary companies will lead the $20 billion spend on digital transformation in Alberta 
from 2021 to 2024.
Source: Calgary Economic Development and IDC Canada 

Connect with us to learn more about growing your business in Calgary.
calgaryeconomicdevelopment.com

$790M
By 2024 Calgary’s transportation & logistics 
sector is projected to invest $790 million in digital 
transformation, representing growth of 12 per cent 
year-over-year.
Source: Calgary Economic Development and IDC Canada 

INTELLIGENT 
TRANSPORTATION
• Fleet optimization 

•  Digital supply chain and logistics automation 

• Robotics and manufacturing 

• Autonomous systems


